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Kathy Atherton 

Kathy settled in Holmwood in 2003 and has worked in researching, writing and talking about history. 

She’s  led battlefield tours in Europe, is past Chair of DLHG.  Kathy is current Chair of Dorking 

Museum . She has an  MPhil in 17th Century Studies from Oxford 

DLHG: What are your main historical  interests? 

Kathy: Local history in general, but with particular interest in the early to mid 20th century, the 

campaigns for the vote for women and various aspects of WW1. I have recently returned to my roots 

in looking at the Dorking Mayflower pilgrims. 

DLHG: How did you start doing history/local  history/art and architecture talks? 

 Kathy: I have always been interested in local history as the building blocks of national history. In 

order to improve my research skills, I completed a diploma in Local History in Action at Goldsmiths, 

which really emphasized the benefits of communicating historical research. Researching a book on 

the villages of the Holmwood led me to the Pethick-Lawrences, much neglected co-leaders of the 

suffragette movement, and invitations to talk about them. Involvement in the museum has involved 

giving public talks and interviews on museum exhibitions and publications. 

DLHG: Do you have any talks you enjoy giving most? 

Kathy Talks on the fight for the vote in the Surrey Hills, as there are so many inspiring stories to 

relate; the experience of WW1  in the Dorking area always elicits strong reactions, which is gratifying 

as a speaker, and “The Weaver, the Shoemaker and the Mother of Nation” takes people to a period 

that most people are unfamiliar with, with another strong story. 

DLHG:  What has your experience of giving talks by Zoom been like? 

It is fine but no substitute for talks in person. It is much harder to pick up audience reactions – like 

laughter or boredom - and for people to ask impromptu questions.  It’s also harder to talk to  people 

before or after the event, which is very valuable in picking up contacts, research suggestions and 

even clearing up mysteries. People love to share what they know so it is a loss for the audience too. 

DLHG: What else do you do in the History world? 

Kathy has written 6 books, which  are available at https://dorkingmuseum.org.uk/dorking-museum-

books. She also offers many talks, please see  https://www.holmwoodhistory.co.uk/about-1-1, and 

undertakes historical research on houses and families on request. Kathy can be contacted on 

kathy@gmail.com  / 07803 009479 
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